A Government Action Approach to
First Amendment Analysis
By Ruth Walden
Most First Amendment theories focus on t h e values
served by freedom of expression, resulting in First
Amendment analysis based on the content of messages,
modes of communication or identities of speakers. This
article suggests that a more appropriate approach consists
of focusing on the actions of government that restrict free
expression. This approach is based on the premise that
the courts’ function is to determine when a particular
government action violates the First Amendment, not
whether the expression at issue is entitled to constitutional rotection. The government action approach requires
ju icial consideration of three key factors: (1) the role
government is playing at the time it engages in regulation
of expression; (2) the justification for the government
action; and (3) the nature of the restriction.

8

>In developing theoretical frameworks within which to analyze free
expression cases, most writers have focused on the values served by
freedom of speech and of the press. This has led them to define First
Amendment rights primarily in terms of the content of messages,
modes of communication 01: identity of speakers.’ This article argues
that a more appropriate and fruitful approach to First Amendment analysis consists of focusing on the actions of government that restrict free
expression. The distinction between the traditional approach to First
Amendment theory and the approach suggested in this paper can best
be illustrated by looking at the fundamental questions each approach
seeks to answer. Traditional First Amendment theorists pose the questions: What do we want the First Amendment to accomplish?” and ‘Is
this expression protected by the First Amendment?” The approach suggested here asks: “What do we want the F i s t Amendment to prevent?”
and ‘Is this governmental action prohibited by the F i s t Amendment?”
The basic premise of the government action approach is that the
courts’ function in applying and interpreting the First Amendment is to
determine when a particular government action that affects expression
violates the First Amendment, not whether the expression at issue is
entitled to constitutional protection. When courts have gone most
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astray in First Amendment adjudication is when they have focused on
whether particular messages, particular modes of expression or particular speakers are worthy of First Amendment protection. This has led
to judicial evaluation of the value of messages? strained efforts at distinguishing between expression and conduct-' and differential application
of the First Amendment based on the identity of the speaker.' None of
these activities is - or should be - within the purview of judges.
Instead, First Amendment inquiries should focus on (1) the role government is playing when it imposes .restrictions on expression, (2) the
justification for the government action and (3) the nature of the government action affecting expression. Before elaborating on t h e
government action theory of the F i t Amendment suggested here, this
article first demonstrates the historical basis for such an approach and
provides a brief critique of the traditional, positive, value-seeking
approaches to First Amendment theory.
for a CoverMlent Action Theory ofthe First Amendment
The Bill o Rights is, above all else, an anti-authoritarian do~ument,~
an effort to limit the exercise of governmental power. While general
beliefs about the nature of liberty and fundamental human rights
formed the backdrop for creation of the Bill of Rights, fear of the "evil
effect of power," the dangers of authoritarianism, provided the immediate impetus for the first ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution.' As
historian Jackson Turner Main noted, "The mistrust of power was characteristic of American political thought" during the 18th century and
became a central theme of the so-called Antifederalists,' whose opposition to the Constitution led to the drafting of the Bill of Rights.'
The Federalists contended a bill of rights was unnecessary - and
perhaps even dangerous - since the Constitution created a government of limited and enumerated powers, and any powers not explicitly
granted to the new national government were reserved for the states or
the pe~ple.~[E]very
thing which is not given, is reserved," Federalist
James Wilson told a public meeting in Philadelphia in October 1787.1°
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Wilson expanded on this theme during the Pennsylvania ratifying convention:
[Iln a government, consisting of enumerated powers, such as is proposed
for the United states,a bill of rights wouM not only be unnecessary, but, in
my humble judgment, highly imprudent. In all societies, there are many
powers and rights, which cannot be particularly enumerated. A bill of rights
annexed to a constitution, is an enumeration of the powers reserved. If we
attempt an enumeration, every thing that is not enumerated, is presumed to
be given. The consequence is, that an imperfect enumeration would throw
all implied power into the scale of the government; and the rights of the
people would be rendered incomplete. On the other hand; an imperfect
enumeration of the powers of government, reserves d implied power to the
people; and, by that means the constitution becomes incomplete; but of the
two it is much safer to run the risk on the side of the constitution; for an
omission in the enumeration of the powers of government, is neither so
dangerous, nor important, as an omission in the enumeration of the rights
of the people."

But such an enumeration of the rights of the people was exactly what
many Americans, including members of state ratifying conventions,
demanded." Thus, the Constitution was ratified, but only after its s u p
porters had promised the addition of a bill of rights.
What spurred the demand for a bill of rights? Was it a desire for an
articulation of fundamental human rights, a statement of general beliefs
about the nature of liberty? Or was it a fear of authoritarianism based on
experience and a desire to impose restrictions on the new national government? Certainly, a s historians have noted, some of t h e
Antifederalists' calls for a bill of rights were merely a smoke Screen for
their more fundamental objections to the C~nstitution,'~
a tactical
maneuver to stir up opposition to what they perceived as an excessively
strong central government that threatened to 'destroy the states" and
'deteriorate into monarchy or despotism.""
Although some of the Antifederalists' arguments on behalf of a bill of
rights may have been disingenuous, the theme that clearly surfaces in
In his detailed
their demands is the need to restrain g~vernment.'~
study of the Antifederalists, Main asserted that at 'the core of
Antifederalist thought" were 'certain key assumptions and their implications, of which the first was the danger of granting power ....[Tlhe
Antifederalists asserted that the Constitution granted power to a dangerous extent and did not restrain the wielders of that power."16For
example, in a letter to Virginia Governor Edmund Randolph,
Congressman Richard Henry Lee, whom Main characterized as a 'moderate" Antifederali~t,~'urged the addition of a bill of rights by stressing
the need to restrain power: 'Is there not a most formidable combination
of power thus created in a few, and can the most critic eye, if a candid
11. Id. at 171. sI# aka A. Huuilton, 7X# fmbsla No. & a. Krunnkh, ed, 1967) at 476 Ireddl. 'Ansaers to Mr.
Muon'i obj&tiau to the New CamtituW in P. L Ford (ed.), Paunph&b on UI CmdilufimdUr U 8 d %fa 335
336
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one, dncover responsibility in this potent corps? Or will any sensible
man say, that great power without responsibility can be given to rulers
with safety to liberty?””
Once James Madison decided to support amendments to the
Constitution, h e too adopted the Antifederalists’ anti-authoritarian
theme.” In his speech to the House of Representatives on June 8,1789,
Madison first reiterated the oft-heard Federalist argument that the
Constitution had created a government of only limited powers. But,
Madison continued, without further restraints the federal government
might seek to abuse its limited powers by reliance on the necessary and
proper clause. Thus, Madison proposed a bill of rights to prevent legislative and executive abuses of power, as well as abuses by ‘the body of
the people, operating by the majority against the minority.””
According to Professor Ronald Cass, ‘Substantive constraints on federal power were not the product of general beliefs in liberty, but of
more focused fears about its unjustified infringement.”” Considering
the eight substantive amendments in the Bill of Rights, Cass concluded
that ‘the limitations on government responded to specific perceived
abuses of government power.. ..The phrasing of the amendments in the
negative - as limitations on government rather than as selfcontained
guarantees of liberty - is emblematic of their genesis.”” Thus, the
term Bill of Rights may be a misnomer. As Leonard Levy pointed out,
‘[Ilt was a bill of restrainis....”P

cx

ress Shall Make No Law

e language of the First Amendment, of course, underscores its
restrictive nature: ’Congress shall make no law....”*‘ “The Framers
intended the First Amendment as an added assurance that Congress
would be limited to the exercise of its enumerated powers, and there
fore they phrased it as an express prohibition against the possibility that
Congress might use those powers to abridge freedom of speech or
press,” wrote Levy?
The importance of the First Amendment’s wording becomes evident
when it is compared to the wording of earlier drafts of the speech-press
clause and the text of the free expression provisions of state constitutions. In 1789 only eight of the thirteen original states had free expression provisions in their constitutions.s Seven of the eight referred only
to freedom of the press, while Pennsylvania’s Declaration of Rights
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referred to both speech and pressn Most of these provisions were of
the 'ought" or 'ought not" variety, what Irving Brant referred to as 'ethical aphorisms."u For example, the North Carolina Constitution of 1776
declared: The freedom of the press is one of the great bulwarks of l i b
erty, and therefore ought never to b e restrained."= T h e 1780
Massachusetts Constitution followed the same pattern: The liberty of
the press is essential to the security of freedom in a state it ought not,
therefore, to be restricted in this commonweaIhw Even those constitutions that used stronger verbs failed to impose direct restraints on their
state governments. For example, the Georgia Constitution of 1789
declared, 'Freedom of the press and trial by jury shall remain inviolable," but imposed no direct prohibition on government action?'
The early drafts of what eventually became the speech and press
clauses of the First Amendment largely followed the pattern of the
existing state constitutions. Three states in ratifying the Constitution
recommended amendments to protect freedom of the press. New
York's suggested amendment adopted the 'ought not" approach of most
state provisions: T h a t the Freedom of the Press ought not to be violated or restrained."= Both Viginia and North Carolina suggested amendments modeled after Pennsylvania's 1776 Constitution, which asserted
both free speech and press rights but did not specifically restrict government action. The Virginia version read: "That the people have a
right to freedom of speech, and of writing and of publishing their sentiments; that the freedom of the press is one of the greatest bulwarks of
liberty and ought not to be violated."" In the preamble to its proposed
bill of rights, however, Virginia clearly demonstrated a concern for
states rights and a desire to restrict the powers of the federal government with these words: '[Almong other essential rights the liberty of
Conscience and of the Press cannot be cancelled abridged restrained or
modified by any authority of the United States."" Thus the Virginia rat&
rying convention was the first to propose a direct and explicit restraint
on federal action vis-a-vis expression.
JamesMadison proposed two separate speech-press amendments to
the House of Representatives. Both proposals, unlike the majority of the
state constitutions, were written in imperative, rather than exhortative,
terms. The first was patterned after the Pennsytvania constitutional provision and the Virginia and North Carolina proposed amendments, but
contained 'shall" rather than 'ought" language: The people shall not be
deprived or abridged of their right to speak, write, or to publish their
sentiments; and the freedom of the press, as one of the great bulwarks
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of liberty, shall be inviolable.* The House select committee set up to
deal with Madison's proposed amendments rewrote Madison's speechpress amendment, combining it with his separate assembly and petition
clause but retaining his imperative language." Madison's second proposed amendment was aimed at restricting state action, which, Madison
contended, presented a greater danger to liberty than the federal government. That second amendment read: 'No state shall violate the
equal rights of conscience, or the freedom of the press, or the trial by
jury in criminal cases."" A reference to freedom of speech was added to
that provision by the House select committee before it was sent to the
Senate for action."
There are no records of the debate (if there was any) in the Senate
on the Bill of Rights.= Madison's proposed restriction on state action
failed to obtain Senate approval and never was resurrected.'0 An unsuccessful attempt to amend the speech-press clause aimed at the federal
government to provide protection 'in as ample a manner as hath at any
time been secured by the common law" was recorded on September 3,
1789.'' The following day, a new version of the speech-press amendment
was presented to the Senate. This version began with the 'Congress
shall make no law" language, which already appeared in the House version of the religion clause that had been sent to the Senate.u Five days
later the Senate combined the religion and expression clauses, resulting
in the following proposal being sent back to the House: 'Congress shall
make no law establishing articles of faith or a mode of worship, or prohibiting the free exercise of religion, or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievance^."'^ A
HouseSenate conference committee settled upon the language that ultimately became the Fist Amendment."
The evolution of the Fist Amendment showed a constant strengthening of its language. Most early state constitutional provisions, as well as
the New York, Virginia and North Carolina proposed amendments,
were statements of principle, written in exhortative terms. But from
Madison's initial proposal through the conference committee's final version, the speech-press clause was written in the imperative, with "shall"
replacing the ineffectual 'ought." The F i s t Amendment is a prophylactic provision, unequivocally prohibiting certain congressional action.
Thus, interpreting and applying the First Amendment requires an
inquiry into what types of government action the amendment prohibits
in liiht of the general theme of anti-authoritarianism and mistrust of
governmental power that permeates the Bill of Rights as a whole.
35.US.Congreq House. 1 A i r & d C o n p s . lat Cong., lnt UBS, 1789.at 434.
36.Ihecommitte'm v a d m r e d : The freedom of F
h md ofthe pnss, and the right of the people pescesbly to
amem& and consult for their common good, and to spply to the Covermnent for redress of grievsnces,ahdl not be
in&inged.' Id at 758.
37.Id at435.
38.IA at 783.
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Traditional, Positive Approaches to First Amendment Theory

A common complaint about First Amendment decisions is that the
judic'ky has failed to develop and/or follow a consistent and coherent
theory of freedom of expression. This lack of a theoretical base, critics
contend, can lead to unprincipled, unclear or inconsistent rulings.* As
Martin Redish noted, The apparent concern of many of these commentators has been the historic manipulability that has pervaded judicial
construction of the First Amendment, and the resultant reduction in
protection of expression in times of crisis.w'6
Numerous theorists have offered alternatives to the judiciary's perceived atheoretical approach to First Amendment adjudication." Most
of these theorists focus their inquiries on the message, the speaker or
the mode of communication and seek to determine what is protected by
the First Amendment by analyzing why expression is protected. Two
characteristics such positive or affirmative First Amendment theories
share are: (1) they are based on the assumption that the ffee speech
and press clauses were designed to further specific affirmative values;
and (2) they focus on the content of the communication or nature of the
communicative activity. Furthermore, some positive theories are reductionist; that is, they seek to 'reduce the focus of inquiry to a single value
served by speech."
Alexander Meiklejohn was the first and is perhaps the best known of
the reductionist, positive theorists. In his 1948work, Free Speech and Its
Relotion to Self-Government,which set the tone for much subsequent
First Amendment theory, Meiklejohn argued that the sole value to be
served by the First Amendment was the self-government value. Thus,
public speech or speech relating to self-government is entitled to absolute protection under the First Amendment." Judge Robert Bork also
proposed a positive, reductionist approach to the First Amendment
based solely on the self-government value. The key difference, however, is that while Meiklejohn, especially in his later writings,s"proposed a
broad definition of public speech, Bork would confine t h e First
Amendment's coverage to 'speech that is explicitly political. I mean by
that criticisms of public officials and policies, proposals for the adoption
or repeal of legislation or constitutional provisions and speech
addressed to the conduct of any governmental unit in the country.ws1
Other positive, reductionist theorists have focused on the self-fulfillment value or a variant thereof. These scholars use a variety of names
to identify the value they champion, yet all share the common thread of
Is. s*.,ea..M. H. Redish. F m h cf&3reior: A Ctiticol hdjsis 2 0964);Blaei, The chedring Wue in F m
Amendment 'Ihcory.' lW?Am. Bar F a u L Rrcood /. 521 SR CUS,arpa note 21, at 1410;Emamn, Toward I
Genenl?hea). of the Arrt Amcnd~~mt,'
72 Ydr LJ.677 (l963).
46.M. H. Rcdil. Mrn note 45. at 2.
47.Sa. e*., the walti aW iyhz nota 48.63.
18. Cr srPn note21 at 1413.In t h i s u t c p a y C u c i t a A M
u F n Wech d Its Rdalbn to &&
Gnarmnl(l94.3); Baker. 'Commmid Speech: A Roblem in the 'Iheory of Freedom.' 62 low L Rem 1 (1976);
Baku, I h e Procer of Qllrve 4the Liberty l h e a y of the Fnt Amendment' 56 S Cd.L R n 293 (1Sl)
B
;
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7 h e Scope of Fint Amendment Freedom of Specch.' 25 U C U L Rm. 961 (1978); Blum. m e DividMe Fint
Amadmmt A C r i W Functiaulilt Apporh to Freedom of Spxh md Elatoral Campaign spending: 5B N.YU L
Rea 1273 (1983);Dud. 'Fm Commmiutim of Idem .nd the &eat b r Truth: Towsrds a Tdeoloeiml Approrh to
M Amadmat MjudicrW 41 h.W d . L Ria 161 (1972); MdLlcjohn, I h e First Amendmd h m Ab.dulc:
1961 Se.0 Rrr 245; Richads, Tree Specch md obscenity Lnr:T o w d i a Moral T h m y of the First Amdmmt,'
rn u. Ar L Rea 45 (l974).
49.s*,u..
A Mc!klejohr& h e $pr#r* cad Its Relation lo sl&Cowmrud.m#ra note 48; A Mdldejdq rWiricd
Fnednr,
cnubhrh.rJ pbm JUr Ro#&(1960); MeJdeiohn. 'public Speech md the FirstAmendment- 56 G o .
4.234 0966);Mdkleptm.TheAntAmsldmmtiatnAb.olut*'tupnnotelL
50.Sa, e j . , Meikl+!m, ?he F h t Amsdment in mAbwlug' rp.note 4& at 2S257.
51.Ba4~~~hrlRmdpkrudSomeFPltAmcndmrntRobkms,'47Iad
LJ.l , Z S (1971).
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focusing on the individual. For example, C. Edwin Baker proposed a
"liberty model" of the Fist Amendment.
The liberty model holds that the free speech clause protects not a marketplace but rather an arena of individual liberty from certain types of governmental restrictions. Speech is protected not as a means to collective good
but because of the value of speech conduct to the individual. The liberty
theory justifies this p.otection because of the way the protected conduct
fosters individual selkealization and selfdetermination without improperly
interfering with the legitimate claims of others."

Martin Redish used the term "self-realization" to refer to the value he
saw underlying the First Amendment. Despite significant differences
separating the views of the two scholars,%Redish shared Baker's focus
on the individual.
The position taken here is that the constitutional guarantee of free speech
ultimately serves only one true value, which I have labeled 'individual selfrealization.' This term has been chosen largely because of its ambiguity: it
can be interpreted to refer either to development of the individuals' [sic]
powers and abilities - an individual 'realizesDhis or her full potential - or
to the individual's control of his or her own destiny through making lie
affecting decisions -an individual 'realizes' the goals in life that he or she
has setY

Other positive theorists have recognized multiple values supporting
freedom of expression. Thomas I. Emerson is, of course, the seminal
theorist of this type.In a 1963 Yale Law Jourmd article Emerson wrote:
The values sought by society in protecting the right to freedom of expree
sion may be grouped into four broad categories. Maintenance of a system of
free expression is necessary (1) as assuring individual self-fuIfiUment, (2) as
a means of attaining the truth, (3) as a method of securing participation by
the members of the society in social, including political, decision-making,
pnd (4) as maintaining the balance between stability and change in the sodetyP

While emphasizing what might be termed a diversity value in his call
for a Fist Amendment interpretation encompassing a right of public
access to the mass media, Jerome Barron also recognized a multiplicity
of affirmative values underlying constitutional protection for freedom of
expression, including "the creation of an informed citizenryms and "the
safety valve value of free expression in preserving public ~rder."~'
Likewise, Kenneth Karst contended the self-government, search for
truth and self-fulfillment values all spring from the central principle of
equality, which h e saw underlying the F i s t Amendment.%
Other theorists such as Vincent Blasi, Lee Bollinger and Steven
Shiffrin built strong theories based on a particular value but did not
take t h e reductionist's approach of seeking to reduce all First
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Amendment analysis to focus on that single value.s Blasi, for example,
expressly eschewed exclusive reliance on his "checking value."
Throughout the analysis, one must keep in mind that the checking value is
to be viewed as a possible supplement to,not a substitute for, the values that
have been at the center of twentieth-century thinking about the First
Amendment....I do not purport to offer a comprehensive ordering of First
Amendment values or to suggest that the checking value should form the
cornerstone of all First Amendment analysis. My only purpose is to further
the understanding of one basic value which has been underemphasized in
this century and which, I b e l i e , should be a significant component in any
general theory of the First Amendmentm

Both Bollinger and Shiffrin also suggested values that ought to be
significant components in First Amendment theory without purporting
to articulate uni-value theories. Bollinger emphasized tolerance a s a
central intellectual value underlying t h e First Amendment.6' He
described his work as focusing "on the intellectual attributes people
bring to the enterprise of truth-seeking, self-governance, or self-realization."= Shiffrin contended "the dissent value" deserves a much more
prominent role in First Amendment theory and decision making, yet
championed an eclectic approach to First Amendment value identification.
I favor a deliberately schizophrenic approach. For purposes of rhetoric and
romance, I believe courts, commentators, and Fourth of July speakers
would best serve the interests of the country by associating the First
Amendment with the metaphor of dissent, with dissenters and the dissent
value For purposes of First Amendment decisionmaking and social engineering, dissent should be afforded a far more prominent place in the
Court's understanding of the First Amendment and should be afforded sub
stantially greater protection. But the Supreme Court and the lower courts
should follow a thoroughly eclectic approach. When social engineering is
the issue, the First Amendment needs aIl the help it can g d It deserves the
support of any and all values that can be mustered in its support whether
singly or in combinationU

All of the values identified by First Amendment theorists are worth
pursuing in a democratic society, and all are served by preventing governmental abridgements of freedom of expression." Each theorist was
able to identify Supreme Court rulings and rhetoric to support the primacy of his favorite value or values." Yet none has been adopted by the
Court to serve a s an umbrella framework for analysis in First
Amendment cases; none has succeeded in achieving the goal of theory
identified by Redish: "to replace chaos with order.%
In a 1987 UCLA Law Review article, Cass addressed the pragmatic
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deficiencies of what he referred to a s the 'positive," 'affirmative," or
'valuepromoting" theoretical styles.n First, he said, these theories have
failed to describe or predict judicial behavior. Cass conceded this criticism "may be a consequence, rather than a cause of the courts' aversion
to the theories," but in light of the other defects he perceived in the positive theories, Cass concluded the lack of predictive power reflected
more the weaknesses of the theories than 'erratic, unprincipled decisionmaking by the courts."Y The second defect Cass identified is p r e
scriptive the theories, he contended, fail to accomplish their primary
goal of replacing uncertainty with certainty. me theories provide few
clear guidelines for decisionmakers and fewer clear rules for decision."g Cass's thiid criticism was that "to the extent clear guidance is
given, the solutions suggested by the theorists are unfortunate ....
Nearly all of the affirmative theories lend themselves to outcomes that,
to me, seem dramatic departures from the commonly understood and
commonly accepted purposes of the First Amendment, that is, the
understanding of ordinary citizens and the general view of academics
not writing First Amendment theory.-O As examples of such "dramatic
departures" from common understanding Cass cited Meiklejohn's suggestion that the F i s t Amendment protects pornography but not the
speech of paid lobbyists, Baker's opinion that speech by non-media corporations is unprotected because it does not advance personal liberty,
and Emerson's and Barron's contentions that 'in order to promote
widespread access to diverse opinions, the government is obligated by
the First Amendment to regulate speech in at least some instances.''"
Cass's criticisms of the socalled positive F i s t Amendment theories,
however, are equally applicable to any legal theory until it becomes converted into doctrine by the judiciary. For example, prior to 1954 the
theory that separate was inherently unequal under the Fourteenth
Amendment certainly did not describe or predict judicial decisions, nor
did it coincide with the 'understanding of ordinary citizens and the general view of academics" not writing Fourteenth Amendment theory."
Neither did the theory of equality 'replace uncertainty with certainty,"
at least not until scores of cases had served to convert the general
framework for analysis into specific rules and tests for dealing with an
array of factual situations.
The heart of the problem, therefore, is not the predictive, prescrip
tive and normative defects of particular F i s t Amendment theories but
the fact that most Fist Amendment theories are incongruent with the
negatively worded text of the Fist Amendment itself, the legislative history of the amendment and the approach to free speech issues the
Supreme Court first undertook in its early 20th-century cases, an
approach the Court has continued to follow, to a greater or lesser
extent, ever since." It is an approach that asks not what the First
Amendment was designed to encourage but what the F i s t Amendment
was designed to prevent. This judicial focus on identifying forbidden
74
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government action, rather than the scope of protected speech and the
value of that speech, led Meiklejohn to develop his positive, valuepromoting theory, which, in turn, set the pattern for much subsequent
First Amendment theory building.
For Meiklejohn the clear and present danger test, enunciated by
Justice Holmes in Schenck u. United States” and championed by
Zechariah Chafee,ls was simply wrong. It was wrong, said Meiklejohn,
because it failed to provide a positive, valuepromoting theory of the
F i s t Amendment: ‘The test ...does not tell us in positive terms what
forms of speech can rightly claim freedom, and on what ground they
can claim itqs Meiklejohn then went on to recognize the clear and present danger test for what it was, a negative approach to First
Amendment analysis, but he misrepresented the test’s negative focus.
Meiklejohn said the test declared ‘that certain forms of speech, under
the Constitution, are not entitled to freedom.”” But that characterization
was not accurate. In Schenck the Court did not declare certain c a t e
gories of speech unprotected, as it did in later decisions involving commercial speech and ~bscenity.’~
In fact, Justice Holmes admitted that
under different circumstances Schenck‘s circular would have been protected by the First Amendment.” Instead, the Court began to define
what government action would not constitute a violation of the First
Amendment’s prohibitions. Meiklejohn himself acknowledged that the
‘Bill of Rights.. .is a series of denials.. ..It lists, one after the other, forms
of action which, however useful they might be in the service of the general welfare, the legislature is forbidden to take.”’OPunishment of
Schenck was not one of those forms of action the government was forbidden to take, the Court concluded. Obstruction of recruitment and
conspiracy to obstruct recruiting, prohibited by the 1917 Espionage Act
and its 1918 amendments, were among ’the substantive evils that
Congress has a right to prevent.” Schenck’s pamphlets, perceived as
presenting a ‘clear and present danger” of bringing about those evils
were thus subject to government prohibition.”
This is not to suggest the Schenck decision was correct. Undoubtedly
the Court showed excessive deference to legislative determinations and
inadequate consideration of whether the circulars at issue truly
presented a clear and present danger to military recruitment. But the
point is that in its first forays into First Amendment interpretation, the
Supreme Court saw its function as evaluating the legitimacy of the government’s actions, not analyzing the value of particular content. The primary reason affirmative, value-seeking approaches to t h e First
Amendment have had minimal success with the courts is that such
approaches are inconsistent with the decision making pattern the Court
first established in its earliest cases.
In addition to the practical problems associated with the positive,
valuepromoting theories of the First Amendment, such approaches
have a serious philosophical defect They invite the courts to condition
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First Amendment protection on the content of the communication. They
invite the courts to draw distinctions among the most valuable speech,
less valuable speech and worthless speech. They invite an arm of government itself, the judiciary, to determine what is worth saying and
what the public needs or ought to hear. Meiklejohn himself pointed out
the key deficiency of the positive, value-promoting theories when he
declared, W h a t is essential is not that everyone shall speak, but that
everything worth suying shall be said.""
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The central thesis of this paper is that the First Amendment was
designed to prohibit government from taking certain actions, actions
that abridge freedom of expression, actions that smack of the sort of
authoritarianism the 18th-century supporters of the Bill of Rights feared
and thus sought to prohibit. But as every First Amendment scholar and
judge have recognized, the F i t Amendment does not prohibit government from taking all actions that affect expression. As Cass has noted,
the problem is separating legitimate regulation from illegitimate regulation." Or a s McKay has stated, '[Wlhere should the line be drawn
between 'abridging,' which is flatly forbidden, and reasonable regulation, which may in some circumstances be permissible!""
This paper is not the first to suggest a negative approach as the best
means of separating legitimate regulation of expression from illegitimate abridgements of free speech. '[Flreedom of speech is best characterized as the absence of governmental interference," wrote Professor
Frederick Schauer.u M e r a detailed review of the positive justifications
for protecting freedom of speech," Schauer concluded 'that the most
persuasive argument for a Free Speech Principle is what may be characterized a s the argument from governmental incompetence."" Because
of bias, self-interest, and the general urge to suppress that with which
one disagrees, 'governments...are less capable of regulating speech
than they are of regulating other forms of conduct.""Thus, determining
the scope of freedom of speech requires inquiry into governmental j u s
@cations for regulation. '[Tlhe question is one that is best looked at
not in terms of the object of the regulation, but instead in terms of the
purpose or the intent of the regulation.%
Cass, contending 'the appropriate goal for Fist Amendment scrutiny
[is] preventing speech restraint motivated by personal interest or intolerance," also proposed a negative First Amendment theory.30Cass characterized government regulation affecting speech as a continuum 'from
message regulation, to subject regulation, to regulation of the particular
way in which the message is formulated, to regulation of the form in
which a message is conveyed, to context-based regulation. At some
point along this continuum, the likelihood that regulation serves illegitimate ends diminishes sufficiently that even relatively 'so&' aesthetic
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concerns will suffice to sustain a speech restraint against challenge.-l
Both Schauer and Cass focused primarii on government motives as
the test for distinguishing between legitimate and illegitimate speech
regulation. While government motivation is an important factor, and
often the crucial factor, in determining the validity of restrictions on
expression, this article suggests government's reason for regulating is
just one of three key criteria courts must evaluate in applying the F i t
Amendment's prohibitions. Determining the legitimacy of government
regulation that 'mpacts on speech requires consideration of (1) the role
government is playing at the time it engages in regulation, (2) the justification for the government action and (3) the nature of the restriction
on expression.
Government's Role

Three distinct, but at times overlapping, government roles are apparent in First Amendment disputes: (1) government as ruler, governor,
protector of public safety and welfare; (2) government as proprietor,
operator of public property and facilities; and (3) government as arbitrator of private disputes. In each of these roles government enjoys different powers, bears different responsibilities and is subject to different
restraints.
Government a s ruler is clearly the role the Antifederalists had in
mind when they demanded the Constitution be amended to protect
freedom of speech and press. The 17th- and 18thcentury history of
freedom of expression in England and the American colonies is replete
with examples of government using its sovereign powers to license,
censor, tax and punish speech deemed dangerous to government and
~ociety.~
It is government as aggressor, seeking to control expression
for its own ends or the good of society, that .is at issue here.= Many of
the earliest First Amendment cases to reach the Supreme Court were of
this sort -federal and state agencies and officials seeking to use their
governing power to achieve governmental objectives. The string of sedition cases decided between World War I and World War I1 involved governmental attempts to use criminal statutes to restrict expression
deemed dangerous to the state.MNear u Minnesota%resulted from an
attempt by government officials to stifle criticism of their performance
through a prior restraint in the form of a court order, while in Groqiean
u Americatt Press Co.," Louisiana legislators used a tax on newspapers
to achieve a similar end. Of course, examples of government as aggressor seeking to control expression to protect itself and/or the public
safety and welfare continue to abound today - prosecutions for flag
desecration," injunctions on publications aimed at protecting national
security," military-imposed restrictions on press coverage of the Gulf
Wacrnobscenity lawq1O0regulation of commercial speech,'O' restrictions
on campaign spendinglmand so on.
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Identifying a particular restriction on expression as falling within the
category of government acting a s ruler, though, is not sufficient to
determine the legitimacy or illegitimacy of the action. That requires further inquiry into the nature of the restriction and its justifications.
However, as history has taught us, situations in which government acts
a s the aggressor against speech, seeking to restrict expression to serve
its own interests or its perception of the public’s interest, are those of
which we should be most wary. Thus, such cases deserve the highest
degree of judicial scrutiny.
When government acts as proprietor, its key responsibility is to operate public facilities and property in an efficient manner. Efficiency
requires government to ensure that a facility it operates effectively performs the function for which it was established. In its development of
public forum doctrine and its test for determining the validity of time,
place and manner restrictions, the Supreme Court has recognized this
fundamental requirement of governmental proprietorship:
The nature of a place, the pattern of its normal activities, dictate the kind of
regulations of time, place and manner that are reasonable.Although a silent
vigil may not unduly interfere with a public library...making a speech in the
reading mom almost certainly would. That same speech should be perfectly
appropriatein a park. The crucial question is whether the manner of expression is basically incompatible with the normal activity of a particular place at
a particular time’

But efficiency is not the only concern facing the judiciary when government functioning in its role of proprietor restricts expression. The
first inquiry must be whether government is using its proprietary role
to mask an attempt to control speech because of the speech’s perceived
dangers to government itself or society, rather than its perceived interference with the proper functioning of the public property or facility.
This is of special concern since public facilities such as parks, streets
and airports are often the only communication channels available to dissident speakers. T h e requirements that a time, place and manner
restriction be content-neutral and leave open alternative channels of
communication*Mare the means by which courts can identify government as ruler attempting to masquerade as government as proprietor.
In Ward u. Rock Against Racism, the Court explained:
The principal inquiry in determining content neutrality...is whether the
government has adopted a regulation of speech because of disagreement
with the message it conveys....The government‘s purpose is the controlling
consideration.w

If indeed a particular restriction on expression is an effort to achieve
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proprietary efficiency, the test of its validity is one of effectiveness and
reasonableness. Once again the nature of the restriction and government's just%cations must be analyzed to determine the effectiveness
and reasonableness of the regulation. This, of course, is the aim of the
other prongs of the time, place and manner test. Determining whether
the restriction is designed to serve a significant governmental interest
assesses government's justifications for regulation, while determining if
the regulation is narrowly tailored to serve the governmental interest is
an evaluation of the nature of the restraint on expression.'06
The final role of government to be discussed is that of arbitrator of
private disputes, the role it plays in civil libel, invasion of privacy, infliction of emotional distress and copyright lawsuits. The key consideration
here is that government cannot aid private individuals in achieving that
which it cannot constitutionally do itself. W h a t a State may not constitutionally bring about by means of a criminal statute is likewise beyond
the reach of its civil law of libel," the Court declared in New York Times
u. SuNiuan.lw This was the critical point of the Court's discussion of
seditious libel in the Sulliuurr case. The libel judgment against the New
York Times looked suspiciously like a conviction under the Sedition Act
of 1798,which, the Court said, 'because of the restraint it imposed upon
criticism of government and public officials, was inconsistent with the
First Amendment."'O'
In cases involving government as arbitrator of private disputes, then,
the first question is whether civil law is being used to achieve impermissible ends; that is, does the case truly involve merely a private dispute
or is it, in reality, an effort by government to punish certain messages
because of their alleged deleterious effects on society or government
itself? Is the case more correctly categorized as government acting as
aggressor rather than government as arbitrator? If government is using
civil law and private suits to achieve that which it cannot constitutionally
achieve through criminal prosecutions and prior restraints, the case
then falls in the category of government acting as aggressor against
expression and must be subjected to the highest level of judicial scrutiny.'@
If government is indeed acting as arbitrator of private disputes, the
fundamental considerations of the court must be fairness, justice and
equity, necessitating a balancing of interests. But when courts are faced
with civil lawsuits involving F i s t Amendment rights, it is not just the
interests of the litigants that must enter into the balance. Here is where
the positive societal values served by free expression must be considered as part of the balance. The public's interest in the 'unfettered
interchange of ideas for the bringing about of political and social
changes desired by the peopleW1'Omust be given adequate weight in the
balancing process.
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Justificationsfor Government Restrictions on Expression.

As both the Court and commentators have noted, regulatory motivations cannot be the sole determinant of the legitimacy of restrictions on
expression.ll' In the first place, it is not always possible to ascertain the
true motives underlying restrictions on expression. Furthermore, the
Supreme Court traditionally has been suspicious of 'the end justifies
the means" arguments in First Amendment cases. For example, in
Schneider u Ztviq#onl" the Court struck down an ordinance outlawing
leafletting that was aimed at preventing littering, not prohibiting dissemination of certain messages or content. The Court relied on Low11 Y.
Gdfin,lu which it described as holding that 'whatever the motive, the
ordinance was bad because it imposed penalties for the distribution of
pamphlets, which had become historical weapons in the defense of lib
erty, by subjecting such distribution to license and censorship."'" More
recently in Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. u. Minnesota Commissioner
of Reuenue, the Court struck down a tax on newspapers but noted it did
not intend to 'impugn the motives of the Minnesota legislature" in
enacting the use tax on paper and ink. 'Illicit legislative intent is not the
sine qua non of a violation of the First Amendment."1fi
Pronouncements regarding the unimportance of government motivations, however, have come primarily in cases in which governmental
motives were 'pure" but the Court nonetheless found the regulation
invalid under the First Amendment. Far more commonly, the Court
does consider governmental motives. Most of the tests the Court has
devised over the past few decades to evaluate the constitutionality of
restrictions on expression contain a prong requiring judicial evaluation
of government motives or justifications for regulation. As discussed
above, the time, place and manner regulation test demands a 'signii
cant government interest,"11sas does the O'Brien test for determining
when government can punish symbolic speech or nonverbal communication"' and the Central Hudson test for determining when commercial
speech can be regulated.lUThe test for determining when criminal judicial proceedings can be closed to the press and public consistent with
the First Amendment requires 'a compelling governmental interest" to
justify closure,1s as does the test for determining when restrictions on
political expression by nonmedia corporations are valid.m Thus, the
Supreme Court regularly uses governmental justifications for restrictions on expression as a key criterion in its Fiit Amendment analysis.
Under the government action approach to the F i i t Amendment suggested here, regulatory motive is not the sole criterion for determining
constitutionality, although in many cases it will be the critical factor. It
becomes the critical factor because, as discussed above, a key purpose
of the Bill of Rights was to prevent authoritarianism. T o the authoritari-
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an, diversity of views is wastehl and irresponsible, dissent an annoying
nuisance and often subversive, and consensus and standardization are
logical and sensible goals for mass communication."1z1Criticism of
authority and challenges to leadership are prohibited. The mass media
'must support the status quo and not advocate change, criticize the
nation's leadership, or give offense to dominant moral or political values."" Thus, the anti-authoritarian nature of the First Amendment indicates that certain governmental justifications are constitutionally impermissible.
Four broad categories of governmental justifications for infringements on expression exist: (1) protection of public safety and welfare
(2) protection of individual interests; (3) protection of government itself
from criticism or embarrassment; and (4) protection of dominant political or moral values.
Perhaps the most succinct statement of-government's power to p r e
tect public safety and welfare is the Preamble to the U.S. Constitution,
listing the reasons for adoption of the Constitution: "to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for
the common defence, promote the general Welfare and secure the
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity."lZ3As First
Amendment history has shown us, government frequently has perceived expression a s a threat to achieving these constitutional goals.
Bans on picketing," marchesm and flag desecration" have been justified as means of insuring domestic tranquility; prior restraints on publication as necessary for the common defense;In and judicial gag orders
as necessary to protect the faii administration of justice." However, justifying infringements on expression on the basis of protecting public
safety and welfare does not guarantee governmental success in F i t
Amendment disputes, as the outcomes of the cases demonstrate. The
reason, of course, is that government is also charged with 'securing the
Blessings of Liberty," including the liberty of speech and press expressly protected by the First Amendment. Government must strive to
ensure domestic tranquility, justice, national security and the general
welfare without resort to authoritarian measures that trample upon l i b
erty. But the governmental obligation under the Constitution cuts both
ways. Just as government cannot sacrifice liberty on the altar of tranquility, justice, national security or public welfare, it cannot sacrifice
those goals on the altar of liberty.
Thus, when determining whether an abridgement of expression is
necessary to protect public safety or welfare, a court must analyze the
sufficiency of government's justifications for regulation, whether government's goals can be achieved through other means that do not
impact on First Amendment rights and the nature of the regulation
b e i i imposed. As Franklyn Haiman has explained, 'Our real dilemma,
then, in interpreting the First Amendment is not in deciding whether
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speech should euei be abridged but in determining the circumstances
which may justify restrictions on communication.D129
The question,
though, is not whether the content of the speech or identity of the
speaker or the mode of expression places the communication in some
"lesser value" category, thereby making it easier for government to justify restrictions. The question is whether under the circumstances a
restriction on expression is necessary to achieve one of government's
legitimate functions. This in turn requires a fivefold inquiry:
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1) What is government's stated justification for the regulation?
2) Is the stated justification directly related to achieving the legitimate governmental goal or is it a mask for achieving an impermissible goal?
3) Does the regulation of expression directly achieve the legitimate governmental goal?
4) Are there alternative means of achieving the governmental objective that
would not impinge on free expression?
5) Is the regulation no more extensive than necessary to achieve the governmental goal?

The framework for analysis suggested here is similar to that used by
the courts in many types of First Amendment cases.1mIt focuses solely,
however, on the legitimacy of government's motives and actions and
allows no inquiry into the value of particular messages, modes of communication or speakers.
The second governmental justifcation for infringements on expression, protection of individual interests, arises primarily in those cases in
which government acts as arbitrator of private disputes. Libel law is justified a s a means protecting individual reputation, privacy law as a
means of protecting the individual's right to be left alone, infliction of
emotional distress law as means of protecting individuals from mental
and emotional harm, and copyright law as a means of protecting the
property rights of authors and artists. As discussed above, however,
when government acts to protect the personal or property rights of individuals in a manner that abridges the free expression rights of others,
the governmental justification for regulation must always be weighed
against not only the rights of the individual defendant but also the rights
of the public to enjoy the fruits of free expression. The need to protect
the public's interest in the free flow of information and ideas has continually been recognized by the courts as they have arbitrated private disputes. The need to temper government protection of individual interests
with concern for the public interest has been recognized in a variety of
ways: the actual malice requirement in public official and public figure
libel actions,131false light invasion of privacy suits,1u and intentional
infliction of emotional distress actions;1u the requirement that defendants prove falsity in libel suits arising from the discussion of matters of
public interescm the protection for reports on matters of public interest
in disclosure of private facts lawsuits;'" and the fair use defense in copy12B.E SHdmm,Spad d h u in a h e sohty3839 (1Bl).
W .&I, a#., the cuncited Wtn notes 116120.12+l28.
131. &I, 8& Catr v. R o b a t Wdch, Inc, 418 US.323 0974);md New Yorlr Times Co.v. sullivm, 376 US.W
(1W.
132 &I, 4..' h e , Inr v. Hill, 385 US.374 (l967).
133.&8, u.,
H u e M-v.
F.hrcU, 108 S.Q 876 WM).
XU.*,
u.,
RnlddphiaNc!mwpcnv.Hepp~475U.S.767
(l9E6).
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right law.”
The last two justifications for government regulation of expression protection of government itself from criticism and embarrassment and
protection of dominant political or moral values -are simply impermis
sible motives. They are inconsistent with the anti-authoritarian goals of
the Bill of Rights. The self-protection motivation is akin to, and perhaps
the same as, what Cass and Schauer referred to as government’s ‘selfinterest” motivation.’” In addition, the prohibition on government sup
pression of speech as a means of self-protection is intimateIy related to
Blasi’s ‘checking value” of the F i s t Amendment.’=
Through the decades the Supreme Court has frequently recognized
the illegitimacy of government attempts to regulate expression as a
means of protecting itself from criticism and embarrassment. For example, in Near v. Minnesota the Court repeatedly characterized the
Minnesota gag law as a vehicle for suppressing criticism of government
officials and ‘charges against public officers of corruption, malfeasance
in office, or serious neglect of duty.”’” Chief Justice Hughes wrote:
If we cut through mere details of procedure, the operation and effect of the
statute in substance is that public authorities may bring the owner or pub
lisher of a newspaper or periodical before a judge upon a charge of conducting a business of publishing scandalous and defamatory matter - in particular that the matter consists of charges against public officers of official
dereliction - and, unless the owner or publisher is able and disposed to
bring competent evidence to satisfy the judge that the charges are true and
are published with good motives and for justifiable ends, his newspaper or
periodical is suppressed and further publication is made punishable as a
contempt This is of the essence of censorship.lo

Hughes said a primary purpose of the First Amendment was to provide
‘immu nity... from previous restraint of the publication of censure of
public officers and charges of officials misc~nduct.”~~’
This same theme of preventing government from suppressing and
p u n i s h u criticism of itself permeates the Court’s opinion in New York
Times tl Sullivan.“ Justice Brennan repeatedly characterized the case
as involving criticism of official
Penalizing the critic of government “strikes at the very center of the constitutionally protected
area of free expression,” Brennan wrote.’” In his concurring opinion in
New Yank Times tl United States, Justice Douglas noted the illegitimacy
of government attempts to suppress expression to save itself from
embarrassment:
The dominant purpose of the First Amendment was to prohibit the
widespread practice of governmental suppression of embarrassing information. It is common knowledge that the First Amendment was adopted
against the widespread use of the common law of seditious libel to punish
the dissemination of material that is embarrassing to the powers-that-
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be....?h e present case will, I think, go down in history as the most dramatic
inustration or that principia~

While the Supreme Court has quite consistently rejected self-protection as a governmental motive for speech regulation, it has been
exceedingly inconsistent in its handling of governmental attempts to
protect dominant political or moral values through speech regulation.
The early sedition cases were blatant examples of government attempting to punish political heresy under the guise of protecting public safety
and welfare.1y In West Virginia State Board ofEducotion u. Bumefte, in
which the school board's compulsory flag salute was declared unconstitutional, the Court finally recognized the illegitimacy of government
attempts to protect dominant values through regulation of expression:
'If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no
official, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics,
nationalism, religion, or other matters of opinion or force citizens to
confess by word or act their faith therein."'" Not until Yutes u United
in 1957, however, did the Court fully recognize that political dissent was not one of the "substantive evils that Congress has a right to
prevent. "la
In the area of morality, the Court has not yet reached that recognition. While the Court has long acknowledged the impermissibility of
government attempts to suppress perceived religious heresy,'" it has
continued to allow governments to protect dominant moral values by
banning ~ b s c e n i t yand
~ ~ regulating
~
nomobscene sexual expression.'y
Yet, as discussed above, a key attribute of authoritarian governments is
their suppression of expression that offends dominant moral valuesLu
The very definition of obscenity, depending on contemporary community standards to determine what may be banned by government, is an
affront to t h e fundamental anti-authoritarian goals of the First
Amendment. As Justice Douglas noted in his dissent in Roth u United
Stutes, community standards are not allowed to determine what e x p m
sion may be prohibited or punished in other areas, such as religion, philosophy and politics, and, therefore, should not be permitted to determine what is permissible in the area of sexual communication.u Louis
Henkin noted almost three decades ago: 'The history of obscenity legislation points.. .to origins in aspirations to holiness and propriety. Laws
against obscenity have appeared conjoined and cognate to laws against
sacrilege and blasphemy.. ..Obscenity is not suppressed primarily for
the protection of others. Much of it is suppressed for the purity of the
community and for the salvation and welfare of the 'consumer.'
Obscenity, at bottom, is not a crime. Obscenity is a sin."'" Stamping out
sin is not a permissible justification for government regulation of
expression.'"
146.103US.?lalZ%?24 (1971)Dough C0-W).
I&. see rot.~ l m.e
147.319 US.Qc 6420943).
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The Nature of the Restriction.

The final factor to be considered in evaluating the constitutionality of
government actions that abridge expression is the nature of the restriction itself. The courts have long considered the nature and form of governmental regulations of expression a critical factor in First
Amendment analysis. The most obvious illustration of this judicial COD
cern is the prior restraint doctrine.'s 'Any prior restraint on expression
comes to this Court with a 'heavy presumption' against its constitutional
validity," the Supreme Court declared in Organization for u Better
Austin u Keefk.mThat 'heavy presumption" is the result of the Court's
determination that prior restraint is a 'form of regulation that creates
hazards to press freedom markedly greater than those that attend
reliance upon the criminal law."" Professor Redish summarized these
special hazards: "[P]rior restraints (1) shut off expression before it has
a chance to be heard, (2) are easier to obtain than criminal convictions
and therefore are likely to be overused, (3) lack the constitutional p r e
cedural protections inherent in the criminal process, (4) require adjudication in the abstract, (5) improperly affect audience reception of m e
sages, and (6) unduly extend the state's power into the individual's
sphere.m1QFurthermore, as Justice Hughes noted in Near, prior
restraints were the traditional tool of suppression of the authoritarian
British governments of the 16th and 17th centuries and were the prima
ry target of the framers of the First Amendment.I6l
Seditious libel, another traditional authoritarian tool of suppression,
was soundly rejected by the Supreme Court in New York Times u.
And in GroGean u. American Press Co. Justice Sutherland
relied on the history of taxes on the press in 18thcentury England to
reach the conclusion that taxation was another traditional device of
authoritarian governments to suppress expression and, therefore, one
of the 'modes of restraint" the First Amendment was designed to outlaw." Thus, the Supreme Court has consistently recognized that the
three primary tools of suppression of authoritarian regimes - prior
restraints, seditious libel and taxation -are inherently suspect forms of
regulation.
Further evidence of the Court's concern over the nature of speech
restrictions has been its application of overbreadth doctrine in First
Amendment cases.lu Essentially overbreadth doctrine requires that
when government restricts expression to achieve some substantial,
legitimate government interest, it must choose the 'least drastic means"
to accomplish its goal, that is, the method that least impacts on free
expression.16 In Board of Airport Commissioners of Los Angeks u. Jews
for j a w , Znc., the Court held a ban on 'First Amendment activities"

W,I(D US.451 (l987);B.ta v. State Liar of Ariray 433 US.350 (lm.Sea a b M.H.W.h m#nnote 45, at 215
257.
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within the central terminal area of Los Angeles International Airport
unconstitutional because of overbreadth. "On its face, the resolution at
issue in this case reaches the universe of expressive activity, and, by
prohibiting all protected expression, purports to create a virtual 'First
Amendment Free Zone' at LAX. The resolution does not merely regulate expressive activity.. .that might create problems such as congestion
or the disruption of the activities of those who use LAX,"wrote Justice
0'Connor.la Related to the overbreadth doctrine is the requirement that
regulations of commercial speech and content-neutral time, place and
manner restrictions be "narrowly tailored" to meet First Amendment
requirements." The Court also has held that exceptions to the First
Amendment requirement that criminal judicial proceedis be open to
the public be 'narrowly tailored to serve" the overriding interest just@
ing closure.1u
Another example of judicial recognition of the need to consider the
nature and form of government restrictions is periodic reliance on
vagueness doctrine in F i s t Amendment litigation.lmA law is unconstitutionally vague if "men of common intelligence must necessarily guess at
its meaning and differ as to its application."'" For example, in Jews for
Jaws,in addition to finding the LAX ban on F i s t Amendment activities
overbroad, Justice O'Connor also described as unconstitutionally vague
the regulation's distinction between 'airport-related speech and nonairport-related speech."lT1And in 1989 a federal district judge held unconstitutionally vague a University of Michigan policy designed to halt
racist, sexist and anti-gay expression on campus by banning speech that
might 'stigmatize or victimize" an individual.'"
T h e special concern courts have shown toward restrictions on
expression that fall into one of the traditionally suspect categories prior restraints, seditious libel and taxation - or that are overbroad or
vague demonstrates that the nature of the restriction is an integral part
of Fist Amendment analysis. Certain types of regulation, regardless of
the role government is playing or its justification for acting, are subject
to heightened judicial scrutiny because they are the traditional controls
of authoritarian governments or because they sweep too broadly,
unnecessarily chilling expression.
86

Conclusions

The language and history of the F i s t Amendment both indicate that
the primary concern of the authors and ratifiirs was restraining certain
government actions, not promoting affirmative values. T h e First
Amendment, along with the rest of the Bill of Rights, was a device to
165. Redish !us m&d tht -me rhdm didnpuilh behmn overh.cdlh doctrine d the leaat d n d c meam
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167. Su. ra., B o r d ofTmltcesv. Fox, 109 SCt. 3020 (1989); Wud v. Rock Against Man, 109 S.Ct Zl46 (1989);
Frisby v. !3hultr, 108 S. C t 24% (19ee); P d u de Pusto Rim Arocr v. Tcurhn Co.of Fuato Rico. 478 US.328
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the h
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ensure the new federal government did not resort to the hated authoritarian ways of the 16th-,17th-and 18thcentury English governments.
Most modern First Amendment theorists, however, have sought to
analyze the First Amendment from a positive, valuepromoting perspective, asking what the First Amendment was designed to protect, rather
than what it was designed to prohibit. These theories present both practical and philosophical problems. R a c t i d y , these positive theories are
incongruent with both the negatively worded text of the amendment
and with the general approach to First Amendment adjudication the
Supreme Court embarked upon in its earliest free expression cases
when it sought to determine whether such government actions as prosecutions for sedition, prior restraints and taxes on newspapers constituted forbidden government actions.17sT h e Court, though, has often
strayed from the negative approach to First Amendment analysis.
Those cases in which the Court utilized a positive, valueseeking
approach to interpreting the First Amendment demonstrate the key
philosophical defect of that approach: It invites judicial evaluation of the
value of messages, speakers and modes of communication.
The government action approach to First Amendment analysis suggested in this article is premised on the belief that, in applying the First
Amendment, courts ought not consider whether some speech is more
valuable than other speech, or whether one speaker deserves greater
First Amendment protection than another, or whether one mode of
communication is entitled to greater protection than another. Instead,
courts should focus on the government action being challenged to
determine whether it constitutes an abridgement of 6ree expression or
legitimate regulation. This determination requires consideration of
three factors: the role government is playing when it restricts expression, government's justification for its action and the nature of the
restriction itself.
This article provides only an overview of the government action
approach to First Amendment analysis. Admittedly, much more
explication and analysis are needed, most notably a thorough review of
cases in which the Supreme Court used a negative, government action
approach and applition of the government action approach to cases in
which the Court relied on positive, valuepromoting modes of analysis.
The main goal of this article, however, has been to argue that the
focal point of First Amendment analysis is often misplaced. Perhaps one
of the best illustrations of this point is Young v. American Mirti Theatres,
in which the Court upheld stringent zoning restrictions on businesses
specialiiing in nonobscene, sexually explicit materials. In explaining the
Court's decision, Justice Stevens' wrote:
A Government Action Approach to First Amendment Analysis

[Elven though we recognize that the Erst Amendment win not tolerate the
total suppression of erotic materials that have some arguably artistic value,
it is manifest that society's interest in protecting this type of expression is of
a wholly different, and lesser magnitude than the interest in untrammeled
political d ebate.... [Flew of us would march our sons and daughters off to
war to preserve the citizen's right to see 'Specifml Sexual Activities" exhib
ited in the theaters of our choice."'
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Contrast that statement to the following one from Police Deportment
ofckicugo u Mosley, in which the Court followed a negative, government action approach to reach the conclusion that a ban on all picketing, except labor picketing, near schools violated the Fist Amendment:
‘[Albove all else, the Fit Amendment means that government has no
power to restrict expression because of its message, its ideas, its sub
ject matter, or its content.m1nThe government action approach to First
Amendment analysis stems from a belief that the Mosley view is the correct one, the one that embodies both the letter and spirit of the F i t
Amendment.
88
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